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Communicating Robotic Help Requests
Effects of Eye-Expressions, LED-Lights and Polite Language

Abstract: In this paper we report results from a web- and
video-based study on the perception of a request for help
from a robot head. Colored lights, eye-expressions and politeness of the used language were varied. We measured
effects on expression identification, hedonic user experience,
perceived politeness, and help intention. Additionally, sociodemographic data, a ’face blindness’ questionnaire, and
negative attitudes towards robots were collected to control
for possible influences on the dependent variables. A total
of n=139 participants were included in the analysis. In this
paper, the focus is placed on interaction effects and on the
influence of covariates. Significant effects were found for
the interaction of LED lighting and eye-expressions and
for language and eye-expressions on help intention. The
expression identification is significantly influenced by the
interaction of LED lighting and eye-expressions. Several
significant effects of the covariates were found, both direct
and from interaction with independent variables. Especially
the negative attitudes towards robots significantly influence
help intention and perceived politeness. The results provide
information on the effect of different design choices for help
requesting robots.
Keywords: human-robot-interaction, needy robots, politeness, user experience

1 Introduction
Robots are generally expected to act autonomously. Their
role is typically thought of as a supporting one [4]. The
increasing introduction of robots into more and more areas
of human life requires an increased adaptability to dynamic
environments [38]. However, equipping robots for all challenges posed by their possible environments is a serious
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challenge [31]. Problems can e.g. arise from handling environmental factors the robot was not originally built to
handle. An example for such a problem is the use of doors
[42]. Technologically closing capability gaps can often be
complex and time-consuming. Considering human assistance is an approach to compensate for this [32], which can
significantly improve system performance [31]. While asking
for help is not always successful [32], at least some factors
possibly influencing the success of robotic help requests
are known [8, 38, 7] and will be discussed in the related
work section. Furthermore, knowledge of human-humaninteraction can also be drawn upon [30, 44]. Knowledge
regarding interaction effects of the influencing factors is
much more rare. Physical form, the robot’s voice, speech
content, mimics, lights and movement can all affect the
outcome by themselves, but so can their interactions. In
addition, existing robot heads vary greatly in their physical
appearance (see e.g. [27] for a compilation) and consequently
in their abilities to display information.
Therefore, designers face several problems when designing a robotic request for help: (1) The knowledge of isolated
factors influencing the success of robotic help requests is
sparse. (2) There is lack of knowledge on how these factors
interact with each other. And (3), they cannot be sure how
this translates to their possibly unique robot features.
Especially in the context of professional applications,
the driving forces for the deployment of robots are mostly of
economic nature. Nonetheless, also human needs in regards
to working conditions, or generally in regards to well-being,
have to be considered. The first concern with robots is
often physical safety, but the aspect of harmlessness of work
also includes a psychological dimension (see e.g. [17]). In
this regard, it is neither desirable to have humans being
treated disrespectfully or being pressured by robots. Thus,
when designing interactive robots, the goal should not only
be an efficient and safe, but also a pleasant and socially
appropriate interaction.
Being faced with all of these requirements on robot
interaction design, we decided to perform a web- and videobased study with a help request from a robot to both add
to existing knowledge, but also to explore and validate in-
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teraction variants to be used with a specific robot used in
an ongoing research project. More specifically, we decided
to vary the eye-expression, lighting and politeness of speech.
We then measured the identification performance regarding the intended expressions, the perceived politeness, the
hedonic user experience (UX), and the help intention of
the participants. Sociodemographic data, attitude towards
robots and the general ability to recognize human faces were
additionally measured as control variables. A first analysis
with non-parametric methods was reported in Westhoven
et al. [43]. Building upon this work, we re-analyzed the
data with linear mixed models to better capture interaction
effects and to include the effects from the covariates.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: We
provide an overview of related work, describe the method of
the study, report and then discuss the results, and conclude
with a summary.

Fig. 1: Robotic heads ordered from machine-like to human-like
as compiled by Mathur and Reichling [27], and the target area of
our design.

2 Related Work
The literature provides results on the user reception of
robot head design features, mostly for isolated criteria.
First among them is the correct identification of designerintended meaning. There are also some hints at interaction
effects.
Additionally, there are many reports on theory-guided
design of specific robot heads alone, e.g. Asheber et al. [1].
They can provide insights into the design space for robot
heads, but do not directly provide results in terms of user
studies. Some studies also include the robot’s body into the
evaluation, with benefits for evaluating the perception of
the whole robot, but making it generally more difficult to
isolate the causes for different effects. Tsiourti et al. [39]
report results from a study comparing two full body robots,
while trying to provide also the singled-out effects caused
by face, head, body, voice and locomotion.
Bennet and S̆abanoviḉ [3] report results from a study
on minimalist robot facial features for emotion expression.
They use the upper and lower outline of the eyes as well as
those of the mouth and achieved high accuracy in expression identification. Eyes can be a subtle cue for observation
and increase cooperative behavior [15]. They can transport
emotions in human-robot interaction [5] and should therefore be present when social interaction is a core task of a
robot. Since our design includes only the eyes, albeit in a
more detailed style, expression identification performance
will have to be checked again.
Following the general understanding of the uncanny
valley phenomenon, Mathur and Reichling [27] reported

that staying on the mechanic-looks side of the mechanohumanness score range also yields high values for trust
and likeability as well as low response times. The range of
mechanic and human looking robot heads is depicted in
figure 1, which was adapted from Mathur and Reichling [27]).
Their findings are consistent with design guidelines for social
robots by Duffy [12] and the suggestions of DiSalvo et al.
[11], who evaluated the perceived humanness of robot heads.
They provide design suggestions for humanoid robot heads,
which integrate human and robot features to underline the
robotic nature of a robot’s head. Taking into account all of
the above aspects, considering also the trade-off between
economic and performance-wise aspects, the robot’s head
we used (see figure 2) was decided to be aimed at the area
of machine-likeness highlighted in figure 1.
As Marsh, Ambady, and Kleck [26] found, a sad or fearful look facilitates approach behaviours in perceivers, which
is the exact thing a robotic system aims for in situations
where it needs help. Lee, S̆abanoviḉ, and Stolterman [22]
performed a qualitative study on social robot design. Their
participants reported that eyes should not be too far apart
and also not be too detailed. Also overly large eyes were
reported to be intimidating and to be inducing a feeling of
surveillance. A study regarding the perceived child-likeness,
masculinity, and femininity of a robot head is reported by
Lütkebohle et al. [24]. Those attributes are reported to
relate to perceived warmth and fitness for specific tasks.
Lindberg et al. [23] developed eyes where the pupils can
be dilated and contracted. Different light colors of the eyes
were used to further clarify the intended meaning. They
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Fig. 3: The robot’s head with its components.

et al. [8] add to this that stating limitations as the cause
for a help request can increase a robot’s success rate for
help requests.
While all this prior work yields results for the effects
of isolated criteria, there is a lack of work combining these
results. In our experiment, the aim therefore was to study
the combined effects of polite language, lighting and eyeexpressions to gain further insights into how these variables
can support or counter each others’ effects.

3 Method

Fig. 2: From top to bottom: Sad, neutral, and concentrated eye
expression of the robot asking for help in our study.

report how well participants of a study were able to guess
the intended meaning and how distinctive they found the
different expressions.
Song and Yamada [36] studied colored lights, vibrations,
and sounds on a real, but simplistic robot. This served to
explore the effects in general, but also to verify the intended
effects of their design decisions. As Baraka and Veloso [2]
summarize, lights are seldom coupled with the state of
a robot, although they are sometimes used to underline
emotion. In a series of studies, they consequently showed
how lighting patterns can be used to clarify a robot’s state.
Another known influencing factors in help requests is
the used language. The use of polite language by robots is
motivated by general knowledge on effects of human-human
use of politeness. An influential theory in this area is Brown
and Levinson’s Politeness Theory [6], which centers on the
concept of avoidance of face loss towards interaction partners. Srinivasan et al. [38] could show that polite language
can increase a robot’s success rate when asking for help.
Positive effects of politeness strategies are also reported by
Hammer et al. [19] for a robotic elderly assistant. Cameron

A web-based questionnaire was used to compare variations
of eye-expressions, colored lighting patterns and politeness
of speech for the situation of being asked for help by a robot.
Participants accessed the questionnaire online through devices of their own choice. As Dautenhahn et al. [10] could
show, video-based evaluation of robots is feasible, as long
as no physical interaction is involved.

3.1 Materials
This section provides information on the robot head as seen
in the videos, on the actual contents of the videos and on
the measures used to asses the effects of the variation of
the independent variables.

3.1.1 Robot Head
The robot head used in our study was designed as a communication interface for a real social robot, which was built
for the research project FRAME1 . It is meant to provide a
visual anchor to be used when interacting with the robot,
to express internal states and to signal who is being addressed by eye-contact. The need to integrate a relatively

1 http://www.frame-projekt.de/
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large Kinect 2 sensor, consisting of cameras, infrared boosters, and a microphone array, constrained the design space
regarding the minimum size. The maximum weight is constrained by the pan-tilt unit used. Since mechanical parts
reduce the adaptability regarding future design choices and
changes, the eyes were chosen to be represented by two
displays. Figure 3 shows the head and its components. The
case openings allow for the Kinect’s built-in fan to provide ventilation. The sides of the head are equipped with
two LED-arrays. Another single line of LEDs between the
Kinect’s cameras and microphones serves as the robot’s
mouth.
In terms of display content, the eyes are rendered using
the OGRE 3D engine. They internally consist of an eyeball and a plane, which provides skin, eyelid, and eyebrow
functionality. The design of the eye part of the robot’s head
orients itself on ’in the wild’-examples. A more comic-like
style was chosen due to results regarding the uncanny valley, that is the lowering of trust and likeability if a robot
gets more human-like, but not enough so. Different eyeexpressions can be animated and also combined by using
these objects. In a first step, the states angry, happy, sad,
concentrated and neutral were implemented, of whom the
latter three are used in this study. Additionally, eye blinking
animations are possible, but were not used in this study. A
detailed description of the robot’s head can be found in van
der Grinten et al. [41].

3.1.2 Independent Variables - Video Contents
Participants were shown video-snippets of the robot asking
for help. Each snippet was between ten and fifteen seconds
long, depending on the politeness variant. A total of three
variations for the eye-expressions were presented: A neutral,
a sad and a concentrated expression. Politeness was varied
between the two levels of direct and polite language, following the definitions from Brown and Levinson’s Politeness
Theory [6]. The direct variant was phrased for example
as ’Please help me with ...’. In the polite variant, indirect
speech was used to lessen the implied coercion resulting in
the phrase ’It would be very nice if you could help me with
...’.
Since the perception of blinking lights is mainly studied
in context of alarms and warnings, see e.g. Crawford [9], we
decided to vary multiple blink-frequencies for exploratory
analysis. Overall, LED-lighting was varied between two
levels of color and three levels of blink-frequency against
a control condition with all lights switched off. The colors
shown were blue and green and each of them was presented
at blink frequencies of 0 Hz, 0.5 Hz and 1 Hz. LED-lighting

was designed as a between-groups measurement while eyeexpression and politeness of speech were measured withinsubjects.
The resolution was 720p to also allow for participation
over low-bandwidth connections. After each video-snippet,
participants rated the situation they experienced with several questionnaire items. Figure 2 shows frames from the
presented videos with the different eye-expressions and blue
LED-lights.

3.1.3 Dependent Variables - Measurement
As in other work on robot design, one of the main performance criteria is the identification performance regarding
the intended meaning. The other criteria focus on the pleasantness of the interaction, the perceived politeness, and on
the resulting help intention. The questionnaire was based
mostly on existing instruments. The first two questions
asked the participants to answer which facial expression
they thought the robot showed. Nine alternatives were provided, of which eight were taken from the Facial Expression
Identification instrument [3, 37]. The ninth alternative was
added to include the concentrated expression we used in
the experimental manipulation as well. In addition, the
participants could optionally mark one ore more further
expressions they also thought could be fitting. Measuring
facial expression recognition was deliberately chosen over
emotion recognition, as facial expressions can also be fabricated to convey more universal non-verbal state information
instead of just expressing emotional states [14].
The second part of the questionnaire consisted of the
four items of the hedonic subscale of the short version of the
User Experience Questionnaire (S-UEQ) by Schrepp et al.
[34]. The items for the pragmatic subscale are not of primary
relevance, since there is no real interaction between robot
and human. To shorten the overall questionnaire length,
they were thus left out. The third part of the questionnaire
contained two items on the perceived politeness and rudeness of the robot’s request after Salem et al. [33] and one
item on how much time the participant would be willing to
invest in this situation to help the robot after Pavey et al.
[29].
Attitude towards robots and general functioning of
facial expression identification were measured as well, to
control for possible confounding effects. The Negative Attitudes towards Robots Scale (NARS) by Nomura et al. [28]
was used to measure attitudes towards robots. A questionnaire on Prosopagnosia (’face blindness’) by Kennerknecht
et al. [21], and pictures of human facial expressions from
the Cohn-Kanade dataset [20] in combination with the
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FEI-instrument [3, 37] (see above), were used to assess the
participant’s functionality of facial expression identification.

Tab. 1: Parameter estimates from the linear mixed-effect model
for help intention.

3.2 Experiment Execution

Term

Coeff.

SE

Green 0 Hz
Green 1 Hz
Direct
Conc. * Blue 0 Hz
Conc. * Blue 0.5 Hz
Sad * Blue 1 Hz
Direct * Blue 1 Hz
Direct * Green 0.5 Hz
Conc. * Direct
Sad * Direct
NARS S3

0.891
0.856
-0.628
-0.625
-0.775
-0.725
-0.667
-0.5
0.388
0.345
-0.382

0.401
0.414
0.193
0.294
0.294
0.294
0.24
0.24
0.158
0.158
0.132

The experiment was run over a period of four weeks. Typical
experimental runs took about 20 minutes to complete. A
target sample size of 139 was estimated for a within-between
mixed design MANOVA using G*Power [16]. To correct for
exclusions, a total of 157 participants had to be recruited
to reach the planned 139 valid cases. The recruitment was
mainly based on promotional platforms for web-based surveys (e.g. surveycircle2 ) and supplemented with recruitment
from web-forums. No rewards were paid apart from those
offered by the promotional platforms, typically a score to
place own studies. All participants had the possibility to
access these promotional rewards after finishing the survey.
Participants were assigned to between-subjects levels randomly, but in a balanced manner, resulting in group sizes of
20 and one group (1 Hz green) of 19 participants. Exclusion
was based on control items asking about the sincerity of
answers and for one participant on being too young.

4 Results
Of the recruited participants, 82 were female and 57 male
(59% female). In each group, the share of females was between 50% to 70%. The age was distributed between 18
and 69 (𝑀 = 27.48, 𝑆𝐷 = 6.92). The age was evenly distributed, with some deviations due to the small share of
older participants (𝑀 = 25.45−30.00, 𝑆𝐷 = 2.783−9.975).
98 participants reported being students and 30 being employees. 94 participants furthermore reported having a university or polytechnic degree and additional 36 reported
having a high school degree. In Westhoven et al. [43], nonparametric tests were used, because of the violation of
several assumptions for parametric tests. The influence of
the between-groups LED-lighting variation was analyzed
with Kruskal-Wallis-Tests and post-hoc Mann-Whitney-U
tests with Bonferroni-correction. The within-group variables
eye-expression and politeness of speech were analyzed with
Friedman’s ANOVAs with post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests with Bonferroni-correction. Also due to falling back
to non-parametric tests, relations between the dependent
variables could not be derived.

2 www.surveycircle.com

Confidence Interval
L. Bound U. Bound
0.1
0.04
-1.006
-1.202
-1.352
0.148
-1.138
-0.971
0.079
0.036
-0.642

1.682
1.672
-0.25
-0.048
-0.198
1.302
-0.195
-0.029
0.698
0.655
-0.122

In this paper now, we report a follow-up analysis with
linear mixed-effect models, a generalization of the general
linear model. This, among others, allows to include significant interaction effects between covariates and independent
variables into the regression model. We report all significant effects as well as the significant parameter estimates
grouped by the dependent variables. We further provide
more insightful graphs regarding the interaction effects. For
brevity, the main effects are not depicted again, since there
was no deviation from the original results in [43].
All analyses were computed with IBM SPSS Statistics
version 25.

4.1 Help Intention
For help intention, the model did not need adjustment for interactions between covariates and independent variables. Significant main effects were found for
LED-Lighting 𝐹 (6, 126) = 2.716, 𝑝 = 0.016, EyeExpression 𝐹 (2, 672) =
32.842, 𝑝
<
0.001 and
Language 𝐹 (1, 672) = 127.502, 𝑝 < 0.001. Also,
significant interaction effects between Eyes and LEDs
𝐹 (12, 672) = 2.358, 𝑝 = 0.006 and between Eyes and Language 𝐹 (2, 672) = 3.645, 𝑝 = 0.027 were found. For the
covariates, only the NARS S3 Subscale ”Emotions” showed
a significant effect 𝐹 (1, 126) = 8.437, 𝑝 = 0.004 The
parameter estimates for significant levels of the reported
terms are depicted in table 1. All results for LEDs and Eyes
are tested in comparison with their respective neutral level.
The pairwise interactions of the independent variables
LED, Eye-Expression and Language and their effects on
Help Intention are depicted in the figures 4-6. The respective
mean values are color coded to express the general level
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Fig. 4: Help Intention under interaction of LED * Eye-Expression.

Fig. 6: Help Intention under interaction of Eye-Expression *
Language.

when compared to the neutral levels of each independent
variable. The peak level of Help Intention is found for the
combination of the sad Eye-Expression in combination with
polite language.
As a short summary, the following levels of the independent variables and combinations of them stand out with
high levels of Help Intention: Sad Eye-Expression, polite
language and green LED lighting at constant or 1Hz frequency.

4.2 Politeness
Fig. 5: Help Intention under interaction of LED * Language.

Regarding Politeness, the model was adjusted because of
significant interactions between LEDs and NARS S3 ”Emoof Help Intention associated with the combinations of the tion”, Eyes and sex, Language and Prosopagnosia, Language and NARS S1 ”Interaction Situations” and NARS
independent variables’ levels.
The interaction between LEDs and Eye-Expressions in S2 ”Social Influence”. With the adjusted model, signififigure 4 clearly shows the significant results for the blue cant results were found for the Eye-Expressions 𝐹 (2, 667)
LEDs and the concentrated expression. Although not sig- = 15.814, 𝑝 < 0.001. Further significant effects were found
nificant in comparison to neutral levels of the independent for the covariate NARS S1 ”Interaction Situations” 𝐹 (1,
variables, peak levels can be seen for the combination of con- 120) = 28.24, 𝑝 < 0.001 and for the interactions of Eyestant and 1Hz green LED lighting and a sad Eye-Expression. Expressions and sex 𝐹 (2, 667) = 6.867, 𝑝 = 0.001, LanFigure 5 also clearly shows the significant results for guage and Prosopagnosia 𝐹 (1, 667) = 9.729, 𝑝 = 0.002,
blue and green LED Lighting and direct language. Peaks in Language and NARS S1 ”Interaction Situations” 𝐹 (1, 667)
Help Intention levels can again be seen at constant and 1Hz = 8.739, 𝑝 = 0.003 as well as Language and NARS S2
Green LED Lighting when combined with polite language. ”Social Influence” 𝐹 (1, 667) = 4.064, 𝑝 = 0.044.
The parameter estimates for significant levels of the
In figure 6 the minimum level of Help Intention lies
reported
terms are depicted table 2. All results for LEDs
at the combination of a neutral expression with direct language. The significant results are not as readily visible as and Eyes are tested in comparison with their respective
for the interactions before, but the significantly different neutral level.
The pairwise interactions of the independent variables
levels of Help Intention for the concentrated and sad expresLED,
Eye-Expression and Language and their effects on
sions combined with direct language are still distinguishable
perceived politeness are depicted in the figures 7-9. The re-
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Tab. 2: Parameter estimates from the linear mixed-effect model
for Politeness.

Term

Coeff.

SE

Sad
Conc. * Blue 0 Hz
Conc. * Blue 0.5 Hz
Conc. * Green 1 Hz
Sad * Direct
NARS S1
Sad * sex
Direct * Prosopagn.
Direct * NARS S1
Direct * NARS S2

0.452
-0.481
-0.598
-0.536
0.252
-0.334
-0.29
0.384
-0.246
-0.182

0.23
0.223
0.222
0.225
0.119
0.096
0.122
0.123
0.083
0.09

Confidence Interval
L. Bound U. Bound
-0.001
-0.918
-1.034
-0.977
0.019
-0.523
-0.529
0.142
-0.409
-0.36

0.904
-0.043
-0.162
-0.094
0.485
-0.146
-0.051
0.625
-0.082
-0.005
Fig. 8: Politeness under interaction of LED * Language.

Fig. 7: Politeness under interaction of LED * Eye-Expression.

spective mean values are color coded to express the general
level of perceived politeness associated with the combinations of the independent variables’ levels.
Figure 7 clearly depicts the significant results for the
concentrated Eye-Expression. Furthermore, low levels of
perceived politeness are visible for all Eye-Expressions at
LED lighting of 0.5Hz blue. The sad Eye-Expression forms
a ridge of high levels of perceived politeness for all levels of
LED lighting.
The low level of perceived politeness at LED lighting
of 0.5Hz blue also shows for the interaction of LEDs and
language in figure 8. Unsurprisingly, the polite language
resulted in overall higher perceived politeness.
The expected effect of the use of polite language is also
visible in figure 9, underlining the significant differences
for the interaction of Eye-Expression and language. Also,
slightly higher levels of perceived politeness are visible for
the sad Eye-Expression.

Fig. 9: Politeness under interaction of Eye-Expression * Language.
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Tab. 3: Parameter estimates from the linear mixed-effect model
for Hedonic User Experience.

Term

Coeff.

SE

Green 1 Hz
Sad

1.094
0.411

0.444
0.182

Confidence Interval
L. Bound U. Bound
0.217
0.055

1.972
0.768

In a short summary, the combinations with the highest
levels of perceived politeness were found for polite language
and the sad Eye-Expression. Regarding the LEDs, only the
0.5Hz blue stood out with especially low levels of perceived
politeness.

4.3 Hedonic User Experience
Regarding hedonic User Experience, the model did not
need adjustment for interactions between covariates and
independent variables. Significant results were found for
the LEDs 𝐹 (6, 126) = 2.53, 𝑝 = 0.024, Eye-Expressions
𝐹 (2, 672) = 6.606, 𝑝 = 0.001 and Language 𝐹 (1, 672)
= 22.56, 𝑝 < 0.001. No significant interactions and no
significant effects from covariates were found. The parameter
estimates for significant levels of the reported terms are
depicted table 3. All results for LEDs and Eyes are tested
in comparison with their respective neutral level.
The pairwise interactions of the independent variables
LED, Eye-Expression and Language and their effects on
hedonic User Experience are depicted in the figures 10-12.
The respective mean values are color coded to express the
general level of hedonic User Experience associated with the
combinations of the independent variables’ levels. While no
significant interaction effects were found, figure 10 clearly
shows the effect of LED Lighting on hedonic User Experience, especially the high levels for constant or 1Hz green
light. For blue light at 1Hz, very low levels of hedonic user
experience can be seen. The visible effect of the different
Eye-Expressions is very small, but shows a slight tendency
for higher levels at the sad and neutral levels compared to
the concentrated expression. The pattern for the effect of
LED lighting can also be seen in figure 11. The effect of
language is slightly more pronounced and higher levels of hedonic User Experience are visible especially at the constant
and 1Hz green LED lightings. Only small differences can be
seen for the levels of hedonic User Experience in figure 12
with very slightly elevated levels for polite language and
the sad Eye-Expression.
Taken together, high levels of hedonic User Experience
show mainly for constant and 1Hz green LEDs while the

Fig. 10: Hedonic User Experience under interaction of LED *
Eye-Expression.

Fig. 11: Hedonic User Experience under interaction of LED *
Language.

other independent variables do not seem to exert a visible
influence. Another significant result are the very low levels
of hedonic User Experience at 1Hz blue LED lighting.

4.4 Facial Expression Identification
Regarding Facial Expression Identification, the model was
adjusted because of significant interactions between EyeExpressions and sex. With the adjusted model, significant
results were found for the interaction of Eye-Expressions
and LEDs 𝐹 (12, 660.738) = 2.238, 𝑝 = 0.009 and for the
interaction of Eye-Expressions and the covariate of sex 𝐹 (2,
683.962) = 4.794, 𝑝 = 0.009.
The parameter estimates for significant levels of the
reported terms are depicted table 4. All results for LEDs
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Fig. 12: Hedonic User Experience under interaction of EyeExpression * Language.
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Fig. 13: Facial Expression Identification under interaction of LED
* Eye-Expression.

Tab. 4: Parameter estimates from the linear mixed-effect model
for Facial Expression Identification.

Term

Coeff.

SE

Conc. * Blue 0.5 Hz
Sad * Blue 0.5 Hz
Sad * sex

0.367
0.323
-0.249

0.157
0.147
0.08

Confidence Interval
L. Bound U. Bound
0.059
0.035
-0.406

0.676
0.611
-0.091

and Eyes are tested in comparison with their respective
neutral level.
The pairwise interactions of the independent variables
LED, Eye-Expression and Language and their effects on
Facial Expression Identification are depicted in the figures 13-15. The respective mean values are color coded to Fig. 14: Facial Expression Identification under interaction of LED
express the general level of Facial Expression Identifica- * Language.
tion associated with the combinations of the independent
variables’ levels. In figure 13, the significant interaction
effect between Eye-Expression and LED lighting can be
seen at 0.5Hz blue and at the LED’s off-condition. While
the off-condition yields the best overall identification scores,
the sad expression also scores higher at 1Hz green and at
0.5Hz blue. The concentrated expression also scores high at
constant or 0.5Hz blue light. Figure 14 shows only small differences on the language axis, indicating a negligible effect
of language on Facial Expression Identification.
The same is true for the interaction of the EyeExpression and language depicted in figure 15.
Summarized, the Facial Expression Identification performance is mainly driven by the Eye-Expression. Some of
the LED lighting conditions seem to influence the interpretation of the expressions, however.
Fig. 15: Facial Expression Identification under interaction of
Eye-Expression * Language.
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5 Discussion
The discussion is structured into subsections on the effects
on the dependent variables, on effects from covariates, on the
methodology, and on practical implications of the findings.

5.1 Help Intention
Significant main effects of all independent variables were
found for the dependent variable of Help Intention, as well
as interaction effects between Eye-Expression and LEDs and
Eye-Expression and language. This confirms evidence from
Westhoven et al. [43]. Slowly pulsing for both green and blue
LED lighting seem to result in lower Help Intention scores
with a minimum in the combination of slowly pulsing blue
and the concentrated Eye-Expression. Peak scores result
for the sad Eye-Expression, especially at constant and fast
pulsing green LED lighting. Although not significant, the
interaction between LEDs and language shows some very
distinguishable properties: Constant and quickly pulsing
green LED lighting in combination with polite language
results in peaks for Help Intention, while the aforementioned slowly pulsing in combination with direct language
result in the minima for this interaction. The interaction
between Eye-Expression and language yields a high score
for the sad Eye-Expression and polite language, whereas a
neutral expression coupled with direct language results in
the minimum score.
Negative attitudes towards emotion in human robot
interaction negatively impact help intention, which is unsurprising, since decisions for helping are reported to be
mediated by or at least coupled to our emotions [25].
First of all, this is in line with insights from humanhuman interaction that sad faces provoke sympathy and
help intentions [13]. Also, the results are consistent with
the literature in that politeness can increase successful
help requests, which obviously requires an increased help
intention of the helpers (see e.g. [38]).
Apart from adding up the main effects, the constant and
slowly pulsing blue light in combination with the concentrated Eye-Expression as well as the sad expression together
with fast pulsing blue LEDs unproportionally lower the Help
Intention scores. This effect is hard to interpret and there
exists no literature for reference. It may be that the effect is coupled to an altered identification of the intended
expression or even that it is related to our emotions [40].

5.2 Politeness
For perceived politeness, only one significant main effect was
found for the Eye-Expression. This is quite unexpected, because in Westhoven et al. [43], polite language was found to
be the main contributor to perceived politeness. The model
had to be adjusted for several interactions of covariates
with independent variables, though, which was not included
in the earlier non-parametric analyses of Westhoven et al.
[43].
Additionally, negative attitude towards interaction situations with robots showed a significant effect. It seems
that a negative attitude in this case affects the perception
or judgement of what is polite and what is not.
Several interaction effects were found for covariates with
different independent variables. The interaction between
Eye-Expressions and gender implies a difference in what
is judged to be an appropriate expression when asking for
help. Language, which was thought to be the main driver
of politeness perception, only significantly affects perceived
politeness through interactions with negative attitudes towards interaction situations with robots and towards social
influence of robots. As laid out above, interactions with
attitudes are understandable.
There was however also an interaction between language and Prosopagnosia or face blindness. Since there is
no known connection between language perception and face
blindness, this is a rather unexpected result. It could be
connected to associated functional deficits, but these do not
seem to follow a systematic pattern [35]. It may then also
very well be something the Prosopagnosia questionnaire
unintentionally assesses, apart from supporting a Prosopagnosia diagnosis itself. We assessed Prosopagnosia to control
for difficulties in reading and perceiving faces, so we will
leave it to future research on Prosopagnosia and politeness
perception research to figure out this effect.
Not finding any interactions between the independent
variables is in line with the findings of Westhoven et al. [43].
There, only spurious evidence for interaction effects was
found, albeit in a regression model without including the
covariates.

5.3 Hedonic User Experience
Significant main effects were found for all independent variables regarding hedonic UX. These effects seem to simply
add up, since no interaction effects were found. Also, no
main effects from covariates or interactions with them were
found. While the results for expressions and language confirm the results from Westhoven et al. [43], the significant
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effect for LED lighting provides further design knowledge.
The hedonic UX is increased for green LEDs, but with
visible differences between the frequencies and with the
highest scores at fast pulsing green. This suggests studying
frequency and color of lighting as separate independent
variables in future studies.

5.4 Facial Expression Identification
In Westhoven et al. [43], we reported the three EyeExpressions differing in how well they were identified by
the participants, with the neutral expression scoring higher
than both the sad and concentrated expressions.
With the adjusted model from the present work, only
a significant interaction between Eye-Expression and LEDs
was found. Especially the slowly pulsing blue LED lighting shows a visible difference for the concentrated and
sad Eye-Expressions, where the lighting seems to support
identification as intended. This frequency-color combination already showed a spurious finding regarding expression
identification in Westhoven et al. [43]. Additionally, in figure 13 there is a visible dent for the neutral eye-expression
at slowly pulsing blue as well, indicating a divergence from
perceiving it as a neutral state.
The significant interaction of Eye-Expression and the
covariate of gender manifests in the interpretation of the
sad Eye-Expression. Here, females tend to identify the sad
expression more readily. Looking at existing literature, this
is unsurprising, since meta studies confirm an advantage
for females in reading facial emotions [18].
The findings further indicate optimization potential
for the eye-expressions. In Westhoven et al. [43], especially
distinctiveness from non-intended interpretations such as
fearfulness was identified. Also addressing the question, if
acceptable identification performance can be achieved at
all with only the eye-part of the face was suggested. With
the current findings, the influence of lighting can be added
to that list.

5.5 Method
In Westhoven et al. [43], non-parametric tests were used
due to violations of assumptions for parametric tests. The
a priori sample size estimation based on parametric tests
thus yielded a much smaller number of required participants than would have been optimally needed for post-hoc
tests to reliably detect significant effects. Especially the
significant results of the Kruskal-Wallis-H test for variations in LED-lighting could not be confirmed by post-hoc
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Mann-Whitney-U tests, most probably due to a lack of
test power of the latter. In this more current paper, we
presented a follow-up analysis using linear mixed models
to better identify the interaction effects and to properly
include the measured covariates. This increased effort for
proper analysis of the experimental data may serve as a
warning and/or reminder not to underestimate the analysis
of such complex experimental designs.
Finally, it has to be noted that all of these effects show
up for few and short interaction sequences, while prolonged
exposure to help-requesting robots could result in different
preferences, e.g. a briefer language style.

5.6 Practical Implications
The results from this current paper and from Westhoven et
al. [43] provide information on the design of help requesting
robots. First of all, the main effects show in relative clarity
that a sad expression, polite language and constant green
LED lighting maximize help intention, perceived politeness
and hedonic UX. This has to be taken with a grain of salt, as
it may very well be that the true maximum is only reached
with choices of colors, expressions or spoken words, which
were not tested in this experiment.
The frequency effects of light are still not understood
very well and as mentioned above, further studies with
color and frequency as separate independent variables will
be necessary to exactly pinpoint the occurring effects. As it
stands now, the results indicate the use of constant green
light and avoidance of the slowly pulsing blue light for
optimal results.
The confirmed effects of negative attitudes towards
robots suggest careful exploration of the deployment setting
when thinking about help requesting robots. In case of a
high prevalence of such negative attitudes, all design choices
could be compromised due to the effects our attitudes have
on our perception.

6 Conclusion
We performed a web- and video-based study on the effects
of colored lights, eye-expressions and politeness of speech
on how a robot’s request for help is perceived by humans.
We re-analyzed the data used in Westhoven at al. [43] with
linear mixed models for inclusion of covariates and to better
accommodate for interaction effects.
Using the sad eye-expression, polite language and constant green LED lights yields benefits regarding the hedonic
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UX, perceived politeness and help intention. We could show
the interactions between these independent variables, which
allows for better robot design choices. However, results regarding the expression identification performance suggest
that there is further potential for optimization regarding
the sad as well as the concentrated expression. Furthermore,
a more thorough study of the influence of light color and
frequency is strongly suggested as these affect identification
of the expressions and in turn also their perception.
Especially the negative attitudes towards robots, but
also other covariates, were shown to have significant effects
either directly or in interaction with independent variables
on help intention and perceived politeness, but not on hedonic UX and expression identification. This calls for special
consideration when designing robot interaction for specific
target populations.
In summary, the results imply that to create a pleasant
interaction with a robot sporadically asking humans for
help should be designed to use eye-expressions, which are
interpreted as sad or fearful, in combination with polite
language, as defined by Brown and Levinson’s Politeness
Theory [6], and LED lighting of constant green color. This
combination yields significantly higher hedonic user experience, perceived politeness, and help intention than all other
tested combinations.
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